INTRODUCTION TO THE 2018
REFERENCE BOOK

Tax Aspects of Bankruptcy Law and Practice Reference Book continues to offer a practical resource with selected provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, Judicial Code, and Internal Revenue Code, the Bankruptcy Rules and Official Forms, selected provisions of the Internal Revenue Manual and selected Internal Revenue Service Forms. We are pleased to release this 2018 Reference Book with numerous updates to the selected codes, rules, and forms.

Recent developments in the 2018 Reference Book include:
- Changes to Title 11 §§ 1222, 1228, 1229, 1232
- Changes to Title 28 § 1930
- Amendments to Bankruptcy Rules
- New Official Forms
- Changes to Title 26 §§ 1, 108, 381, 382
- Updated IRS Form 982

Thank you for subscribing to Tax Aspects of Bankruptcy Law and Practice. It is a privilege to keep you updated on new developments in bankruptcy law.